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we had a good number of collapses here, largely because the
products have been maintained by the same individuals for

some time and builds are now required to include all the
samples of those problems. the stability of the product has
improved of course, but not by enough to have this product

reach the required standard for a vb100 award. unfortunately
the results for this product are based on a test which i suspect
was not fair, with a large percentage of the samples in the set
having been removed. the test is now carried out, but as the
developers haven’t had a change for a while they are unlikely
to make much change to the way they go about their tasks. as

the guys at cobra security have announced that the release
will not be the most recent, i am concerned that they may

come under some criticism for not being up to date. that said,
the majority of the changes have been bug fixes, which

normally have a good effect on the detection levels of most
products. there are a few changes which affect detection

somewhat and one of these is a change to how cobra security
manages its various license keys, a situation which has been

flagged to them. i will keep a close eye on their progress.
cobra security’s scores have increased steadily since the start
of the year and since they have not been doing any real harm
this month’s vb100 award is well deserved. in addition to our
regular set of criteria, we now have a third set of criteria for
scoring products. these can be viewed under the 'ad name

system' section, and range from scoring products on the basis
of a detected level of technical sophistication, to picking out

products based on a user-friendly interface. the scoring
criteria used are collated from those provided by interpol ,
securelist , securelist , pc world , symantec , fireeye and

sophos .
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we received an addition of
about 20 new files in the
second service pack for

windows server. while many
of these are infrequent file
extensions, several have

been added, and the
product's ability to block

new files looks rather poor
when dealing with its old file
set. once again the results

here do not reflect the
reality of the situation, as

most of the set of 25
samples were removed to
facilitate the evaluation of
the product. this was the

case in the end with a
number of the products, and
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the test was completed in a
way which is anything but

fair on those products which
depend on a functioning
environment in order to

work and which spend many
seconds or minutes

scanning the files rather
than passing along the

information in an instant.
the fact that the product

managed to extract
information from every file

did not stop the under-
representation of some

items in the test and the
result was that the full set
of wildlist samples were

found to be the most
reliable samples in the test.
another run of the test, and

while b-e-a-ut had been
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trimmed to about one third
of its original size, it still

managed to claim a vb100
award, remaining in

contention despite missing
a file in the set. again the
focus was on the quality of
detection. this detection
rate is a bit of a mystery,

given the number of
crashes and the time taken
to remove them all. it would
appear that b-e-a-ut’s still

got a fight on its hands. now
- thanks to a combination of
the wildlist wildcard regex
used, the inclusion of the

15k samples in the
benchmark and the removal
of those samples in order to
protect the base set - this
result could be justified.
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